
Chalk Initial Team Meeting
Date: Sep 22, 2022
Time: 5:00pm - 5:10pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Expectations

Agenda item 1: Expectations

Discussion:
Discussed the cilents possible expecations. For our own expectations we want to under 
promise and over deliver Questions for cilents: what do you have in terms of both 
existing data and environment for our application. 

Conclusions: Understanding of our expectations and on the same page for our cilent meeting.

Action items
Action item 1: Buisness causal for cilent meeting.

Action item 2: Schedule once a week meetings for team.

Action item 3: Schedule bi-weekly meetings with cilent.

Action item 4: Find out the exact environment we are expected to use.

Chalk Initial Cilent and Team Meeting
Date: Sep 23, 2022
Time: 2:00pm - 3:00pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding
Dr. Wei Cilents

Absentees:
Note taker: Zyler Niece Emma Sanders
Location: Cilent's Office
Agenda: Expectations and Questions

Agenda item 1: Expectations

Discussion:

Got an overview of thier company and worked on providing details for this project as well 
as their expectations and desired outcomes from this work. Set requirements and wants 
such as the need for asset and account management. Talked specifically about the 
process a truck/trailer goes through and who should have certain permissions to put the 
trucks/trailers in/out of service at different points during their process. Talked about the 
current problems facing the way they currently handle assest management such as there 
not being a separation of permissions. They emphasized the most important part of the 
project is making sure different roles have different permissions when it comes to 
accessing the asset database. Client Wants: 1. In/Out Service for assets. 2. Read only 
for certain roles. 3. Be able to Filter and Sort by certain criteria. 4. Logging the user who 
placed truck/trailer in/out of service. 5.Use Microsoft services

Conclusions: Got a better understanding on what the client wants for the project.

Action items
Action item 1: Bi-weekly meetings on zoom or in person once development begins.

Action item 2: Start properly organizing our vision and scope documents.

Action item 3:
Action item 4:



Chalk Second Team Meeting
Date: Sep 29, 2022
Time: 3:30pm - 4:30pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding

Absentees:
Note taker: Zyler Niece
Location: RJH 201
Agenda: Use Cases Glossary

Agenda item 1: Use Cases

Discussion:

Discussed what the various roles are at the company and what kind of privledges/use 
cases each role needs to be successful. Made sure everyone in our group had a 
understanding of what permissions each role has in regards to In-Service/Out-Service 
or Read-Only.

Conclusions: Figured out a rough draft of use cases for our project

Action items
Action item 1: Create Use Case Diagram.

Action item 2: Work on Use Case Document to accurately describe the various use cases.

Action item 3: Send email to Client clarifying the roles and permissions of each role.

Action item 4:

Agenda item 2: Glossary

Discussion:
Discussed what different terms and roles we need to define inside of our glossary. 
Creating our glossary with the hopes that someone who knows nothing about project 
at all could understand the various terms and roles just be reading our glossary.

Conclusions: Figured out a rough draft

Action items
Action item 1: Email Client asking them to define certain roles/terms that are used.

Action item 2: Work on Glossary document.

In-Class Chalk Team Meeting
Date: Sep 30, 2022
Time: 9:00am - 9:50am 

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding

Absentees:
Note taker: Zyler Niece
Location: TUC 328
Agenda: Work on Use Case and Vision Documentation

Agenda item 1: Use Cases

Discussion:
Work on finishing the rough draft of our Use Case Document.

Conclusions: Finished a rough draft of use cases for our project

Action items

Action item 1:
Continue working on Use Case Document to accurately describe the various use 
cases.



Client-Team Meeting
Date: Oct 5, 2022
Time: 4:00pp - 4:30pm

Attendees:
Dorian Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew
Location: Teams
Agenda: Clarifications and Requesting Information

Agenda item 1: Business Objectives

Discussion:
Dorian will get back with us regarding data.

Conclusions:
Action items

Action item 1: Await Dorian's email.

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 2: Wireframing

Discussion:
They're mainly looking for funcitonality and accessability. The easier it is to use, the 
better. If it's "pretty" that's okay. Options for back and forth regarding the design part of 
the website—Dorian will happily give feedback regarding a design we might not like. 
As of right now, we have the "blank piece of paper."

Conclusions: It's up to us to design it, but an "are you sure" button would be very useful.

Action items
Action item 1: Design wireframe to our specification.

Action item 2: Ask Dorian any questions if needed.

Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 3: Environment Set Up

Discussion:
It'll be ready tomorrow morning. We might have to do some configurations on our end 
so that we can connect. Mentioned Samba.

Conclusions:
Action items

Action item 1: Communicate with Dorian whether we can enter the first portal as soon as possible.

Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:

Agenda item 4: Company Position Roles

Discussion:
Drivers don't do anything on website. The pusher has read only. The email has the 
rest of the information.

Conclusions: Await Dorian's email.

Action items
Action item 1:
Action item 2:
Action item 3:
Action item 4:



Chalk Team Meeting
Date: Oct 13, 2022
Time: 5:00pm - 5:30pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Joey Flores Matthew Bolding

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Wireframe PrototypeBusiness Goals Release Plan

Agenda item 1: Wireframe Prototype

Discussion:
All group members accepted the initial draft of the wireframe and understand Dorian's 
suggestions.

Action items
Action item 1: Update wireframe to include Dorian's suggestions.

Agenda item 2: Business Goals

Discussion:
We all noted the business goals Dorian set over, and we can see just how much time 
this application could save their company.

Conclusions: We'll making a difference in their company by reaching our goals.

Action items
Action item 1: Update the Vision Document to inlcude the business goals.

Action item 2: Complete the rest of the Vision Document.

Agenda item 3: First Iteration's Release Plan

Discussion:
It might be good to have goals like understanding the database schema, getting us all 
logged in and used to the development environment, and working out the design of the 
backend as some of the inital tasks. Since their virtual environment won't be the 
configuration we expected, it might take some time for us all to get used to it; we'll be 
working on a Windows machine. Soon, we need to plan some of the base functionality 
development.

Conclusions: Some iteration planning dependent on Dorian's response time.

Action items
Action item 1: Await environment access.

Action item 2: Plan development of homepage.



Dorian-Team Meeting
Date: Oct 20, 2022
Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Joey Flores Matthew Bolding Dorian

Absentees: Emma Sanders - work
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Logging into Chalk's On-Premises Servers

Wireframe

Agenda item 1: Logging into Chalk's On-Premises Servers

Discussion:
Dorian walked us through signing into the their website so that we can connect to their 
virtual machines via Splashtop for RMM. We learned that our account are not quite 
ready yet for logon, but they should be soon. There are three computers TCU-DC, 
TCU-DEV, and TCU-SQL01. TCU-DC is the VM we'll deploy the applicaiton on; we'll 
do all the app developement on TCU-DEV; and TCU-SQL01 will host the database. 
Dorian will provideo a data dump eventually.

Action items
Action item 1: Awaiting futher account configuration.

Agenda item 2: Wireframe

Discussion:
Dorian said that he would deliver our wireframe to higher ups. If we are not given 
approval, Dorian will make a low-fidelity model for us to work off; otherwise, we will 
use what we have.

Action items
Action item 1: Update the wireframe to Dorian's specifications.

Team Meeting
Date: Oct 21, 2022
Time: 1:30pm - 2:30pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Joey Flores Matthew Bolding Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: LIB 2123 / Zoom
Agenda: Recapping Meeting with Dorian

First Iteration Planning
Revising Glossary, Vision and Scope Document, and Use Cases, and Wireframe
General Infrastructure and C4 Diagram
IAB Presentation

Agenda item 1: Recapping Meeting with Dorian

Discussion:
Joey, Zyler, and Matthew brief Dorian on the status of logging into the virtual machines 
Chalk is configuring for us.

Agenda item 2: First Iteration Planning

Discussion:
After brainstorming, we found several tasks that we could complete in a single iteration 
and have some sort of deliverable at its end. These tasks included installing and 
configuring the software dependencies, database configuration, as well as front and 
back end design. Since not all of us might be familiar with Angular and Node.js, we 
have that as a task for all members.Action items

Action item 1: Begin the first iteration on Oct 24, 2022.

Agenda item 3: Revising Glossary, Vision and Scope Document, and Use Cases, and Wireframe

Discussion:
Emma will revise the glossary, Zyler will revise the Use Case document, and Joey and 
I will tag team the Wireframe and Vision and Scope updates. Of course, we can help 
others with their documents too.

Action items
Action item 1: Revise documents by the start of the first iteration.

Agenda item 4: General Infrastructure and C4 Diagram

Discussion:
Emma opted to start the design of the C4 Diagram. Since Dr. Wei wants to see this by 
Monday, work should begin as soon as possible.

Action items
Action item 1: Emma will start the diagram and have a working diagram by Oct 23, 2022.

Agenda item 5: IAB Presentation

Discussion:
Zyler volunteered to create the presentation for the Industry Advisory Board meeting 
on Oct 28, 2022. He'll have a draft ready by the Oct 24, 2022, and present it on the 
day.

Action items
Action item 1: Zyler will start making the presentation in time for the draft deadline of Oct 24, 2022.

Team Meeting
Date: Oct 23, 2022
Time: 4:00pm - 4:30pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Joey Flores Matthew Bolding Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Delegating Tasks

Agenda item 1: Discuss documentation completion

Discussion:
Each member gave an update on the status of the assigned documents and noted 
what's left to be completed.

Action item 1: Complete documents before class on Monday



We did not meet this week.



Team Meeting
Date: Nov 3, 2022
Time: 5:30pm - 6:00pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece (Zoom) Emma Sanders (Zoom)
Joey Flores (RJH) Matthew Bolding (RJH)

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: RJH 203 / Zoom
Agenda: Preparations for Friday's Checkup with Wei

SRS Delegation

Agenda item 1: Preparations for Friday's Checkup with Wei and Monday's Deadline

Discussion:
For Friday, we play to show Dr. Wei the installed Database, the CI integation in Github, and that we 
have the Angular template runnable on TCU-DEV02. Emma self-assigned working on the basic front 
end so we have something for Monday.

Action items
Action item 1: Attend to our delegated responsibilities.

Agenda item 2: SRS Delegation

Discussion:
We delegated various sections of the SRS as self-assignable for Monday's rough draft deadline. Joey 
wanted to take the first three secitons, and Matthew planned to fill in the technical areas pertaining to 
the database. All of us plan to fill in where necessary.

Action items
Action item 1: Attend to our delegated responsibilities.



Dorian-Team Meeting
Date: Nov 9, 2022
Time: 2:00pm - 2:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Dorian Dhamo Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Clarifying Requierments

Agenda item 1: Clarifying Requierments

Discussion:

- From the time of submission of a request, the CMSAMS should take very little time to process the request. Dorian did not give an 
explicit time requierment, but it should be reasonably quick. - There should not be an undo button. - Leadership has not looked 
over the most recent wireframe yet, but he will provide feedback as soon as possible. Emma showed her initial mockup with fake 
data, and Dorian really liked, but there's some changes he think we could already make. He said that he'd provide us a photo to 
explain what he'd like to be changed. - Microsoft SQL Server version 2019 is good. - The logging service of CMSAMS should log 
as many actions as possible, including but not limited to what a user searched, when they logged in, actions on the assets, etc. - 
Looking ahead to Phase 2, which is during the spring semester, Dorian expressed that us developing an API endpoint for 
CMSAMS would be something he'd like to see. - We made Dorian aware of the presentation we're giving during the last week of 
class.

Action items
Action item 1: Update documentation to reflect the gathered information.

Action item 2: Await feedback: wireframe artifact, approval for wireframe (even though we've started?) 

Team Meeting
Date: Nov 10, 2022
Time: 5:00pm - 5:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Update Documentation

Front End Update

Agenda item 1: Update Documentation

Discussion:
Now that we have more information following our meeting with Dorian earlier this week, we need to update the documentation. At 
the highest priority, we should revise the Iteration Plan and the Use Case document, as it still contains some from the Super Frog 
Scheduler template.

Action items
Action item 1: Continue updating the documentation, especially considering the Iteration Plan.

Agenda item 1: Front End Update

Discussion:
Emma showed us all the progress she's made which includes a login page, default view all page, and a tractor and trailer only 
page. She plans to merge it soon, and continue working on it, hopefully so that a good version exists by Wednesday of next week.

Action items
Action item 1: Emma will continue to work on the front end on her local branch, and push what she has to the main branch soon.

Action item 2: We are still awaiting formal approval for the front end, but Dorian is very confident that they'll like it.

Action item 3: To make testing the front end easier, we should prioritize getting a CI/CD pipeline working in its entirety. Helps CMS exec. review.



Team Meeting
Date: Nov 16, 2022
Time: 3:00-3:30

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Joey Flores
Location: Teams
Agenda: Update progress on the frontend and the backend. Note tasks heading into Thanksgiving break.

Agenda item 1: Update progress on the frontend and backend.

Discussion:

- The basic frontend UI has been created along with the related pages and pop-ups. - The backend Equipment table has been 
created and loaded with the data supplied to our team from Chalk Mountain Services. - The backend Logging table has been 
created but not loaded with data as that will be used for logging the actions of individuals. Establishing mock data for that table will 
be the next step. - The main objective heading into the Thanksgiving break making progress on the connectivity of the front and 
backend components.  

Action items
Action item 1: Continue on frontend features including connecting pages, popups, sorting, and showing data.

Action item 2: Generate mock data for the Logging table.

Action item 3: Connect the frontend and backend.



Team Meeting
Date: Dec 1, 2022
Time: 4:00pm - 4:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders
Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Update progress on the frontend and the backend. Note tasks heading into Thanksgiving break.

Agenda item 1: Update progress on the frontend and backend.

Discussion:

Dorian asked us questions as to our development progress. We informed him that the 
progression of both the front end and back end is going well, and we are on track for a 
Wednesday presentation. For the presentation, we aim to have their current solution 
implemented. 

Action items
Action item 1: The second iteration will include role based access and active directory integration.

Action item 2:
We need to consider refactoring our front end to account for thousands of records 
being returned.



Team Meeting
Date: Jan 24, 2023
Time: 12:00pm - 12:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Deployment Active Directory Login Page

Agenda item 1: Deployment

Discussion:

Unlike what we previously thought, we will have free reign to deploy the applicaiton 
where ever we would prefer. Following the handoff, Chalk's IT team will deploy the 
application to their liking.

Action items
Action item 1: The team will discuss where to deploy the applicaition in the 1/26/2023 team meeting.

Agenda item 1: Active Directory

Discussion:
We will be creating our own Active Directory account on the MANBEARPIG domain they 
have set up for us. We will not be connecting to Chalk's production AD servers.

Action items
Action item 1: Add and configure users on our Active Directory.

Action item 2: Ask Dorian for example user configurations.

Agenda item 1: Login Page

Discussion:
To login, users will not be redirected to any central login page. Since we are using Active 
Directory, we can use a simple form to facilitate user logins.

Team Meeting
Date: Jan 26, 2024
Time: 5:30pm - 6:00pm

Attendees:
Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Matthew Bolding

Absentees: Joey Flores
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Prepare for Friday Check-In

Agenda item 1: Prepare for Friday Check-In

Discussion:

We discussed the various things we intend to go over with Dr. Kadiyala on Friday. We 
each gave our own individual update as though we were in the meeting and shared our 
opinions. To resolve our only roadblock at the moment, we intend to work together to get 
this issue—the frontend-backend connection—resolved as quickly as possible so 
development can continue.

Action items
Action item 1: Resolve the roadblock.



Team Meeting
Date: Feb 1, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Dorian Dhamo

Absentees: Zyler Niece Emma Sanders
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Deployment Active Directory

Agenda item 1: Deployment

Discussion:

Dorian informed us that, as we believed, the virtual machines they've created for us 
cannot be accessed from outside their network. So, AD and the SQL server will need to 
be copied or mocked in such a way so that when we deploy the website, we will have 
functioning security roles and "live" data.

Agenda item 1: Active Directory

Discussion:
AD security groups is the way in which we can enforce role-based privileges. We also 
need to consider the extensibility of our implementation. The roles won't be based on job 
title, but rather the security group(s) in which the employee falls.

Team Meeting
Date: Feb 3, 2023
Time: 10:45am - 11:00am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Sync

Agenda item 1: Sync

Discussion:

We synced to get on the same page just before the Friday meeting with Dr. Kadiyala. 
Zyler's laptop got water damaged over the week, so his work on the login page was lost, 
unless Best Buy can recover the data. Emma had no power for two days of the week, so 
she was unable to work towards goals. Joey started configuring more active directory 
setting on the domain controller VM. Matthew completed the REST API and looked into 
using Azure for hosting our deployment.



Team Meeting
Date: Feb 12, 2023
Time: 3:00pm - 3:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece

Absentees: Emma Sanders
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Progress What's Next

Agenda item 1: Progress

Discussion:

Although Emma was unable to attend, she made many upgrade to the MUI table and 
sorting buttons. Matthew fixed some errors in various backend procedures and made it 
so that the type of asset is returned. He also helped Emma some on getting the data to 
flow into the table. Zyler has the login page appearing functional and plans to push it 
soon. Joey has yet to hear back from Dorian regarding the numerous difficulties getting 
to authenticate with AD over LDAP. 

Agenda item 1: What's Next

Discussion:
Joey plans to speak with Dr. Ma to get the LDAP AD problem resolved as quickly as 
possible. We need to merge Emma's and Zyler's branch to the main one so that we can 
work with all the pages as intended. Then, we can start to work on integrating the login.



Team Meeting
Date: Feb 16, 2023
Time: 3:00pm - 3:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Progress What's Next

Agenda item 1: Progress

Discussion:

After merging all the changes from the recent branches, we can now access the login 
page and see the new table. Joey has been continuing to work on the LDAP 
configuration file with help from Dorian and Dr. Ma.

Agenda item 1: What's Next

Discussion:

We need to implement the modify button and incorporate the role-based access with AD. 
We also ened to consider the responsiveness of the entire website since many users will 
be on mobile devices. We also want to ensure that those off-site users can still access 
the website. We need to ask Dorian for feedback as well. We need to consider how to 
test the application too.

Team Meeting
Date: Feb 17, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Feedback Acceptance Testing

Agenda item 1: Feedback

Discussion:

Dorian really liked what we had to show him in terms of the login page, the new table, 
and the potential pagination tools. Him and the rest of the team are especially interested 
in the mobile-friendly aspect of our application; their current solution is not mobile 
friendly at all.

Agenda item 1: Acceptance Testing

Discussion:
Following the completion of development on March 10th, Dorian said that him and a 
small team would test the applicaiton. We don't need to worry about making the 
application available to them; they can work inside the VMs.



Team Meeting
Date: Feb 22, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Progress VM Issue

Agenda item 1: Progress

Discussion:

Emma explained how she was having some problems with the MUI table especially 
since there's so much data. Joey has almost worked out all of the LDAP configuration 
problems—he has much more progress than last week. Matthew has backend 
pagination fully functional through the REST API calls.

Agenda item 1: VM Issue

Discussion:

All of the virtual machines went down the night before our meeting due to an 
unscheduled Windows patch. The issue has since been resolved, but it's possible that 
TCU-SQL01 might go down sometime soon for its update which has been failing.

Team Meeting
Date: Feb 24, 2023
Time: 9:30am - 10:00am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Emma Sanders Zyler Niece

Absentees: Joey Flores
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: REST API

Agenda item 1: REST API

Discussion:

We discussed how we can implement the REST API endpoints. There are five: one for 
all assets, another for tractors, trailers, and two to send assets in or out of service. The 
latter two will work with the modify button and the others will work in conjunction with 
routing and site filtering. We still have yet to implement searching, however.

Agenda item 1: Prioritization of Goals

Discussion:

On our Friday agenda, we have three things left to do: implement the modify button, 
make the webpage more responsive, and implement AD within the application. These 
are the only primary features left to implement. We plan to attend to these equally and 
concurrently so that we can complete development by the set date of March 10th.



Chalk Team Meeting
Date: Mar 1, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Feedback Table Sorting Check-In? Downtime

Agenda item 1: Feedback

Discussion:

Dorian reall like what we had to show in our brief demo, and he expressed extreme 
satisfaction for our week-to-week. He liked how fast and snappy our pagination was, and 
agains said just how much he wants to see it function on a mobile device. We're likely 
doing this via device emulation on Chrome or Firefox. LDAP is coming along very well 
too.

Agenda item 2: Table Sorting

Discussion:

We confirmed with Dorian that when a user wants to sort one of the columns of data, 
they mean to sort the entire list of assets and from there do pagination.

Agenda item 3: Check-In?

Discussion:

Dorian let us know that he hasn't heart from either Dr. Wei nor Dr. Dr. Kadiyala to ask 
about client feedback. During out next meeting with Dr. Kadiyala, we're going to ask her 
when Dorian might be expecting that.

Agenda item 4: Downtime

Discussion:

Dorian let us know that within the next few weeks, he'll be unavailable during our normall 
scheduled time due to a business trip that will happen for which he'll have very little head 
notice. We also discussed the conneciton issues we had with the SQL server earlier this 
week; the connection was refusing, and restarting the SQL service resolved the issue. 
Alternatively, we could restart the VM.

Team Meeting
Date: Mar 3, 2023
Time: 9:30am - 10:00am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Emma Sanders Zyler Niece Joey Flores

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Zoom
Agenda: Documentation Modify Button Search Bar

Agenda item 1: Documentation

Discussion:

We discussed how the SRS Abstract draft needs to be looked over. The submission 
deadline for the abstract and registration is 5:00pm this coming Monday evening. We 
also need to continue updating all other documentation for the project. For instance, 
some of the use cases have drifted away from their naming and should be corrected.

Agenda item 2: Modify Button

Discussion:

This weekend, and working into next week as necessary, we're all going to be devoting 
effort to the modify button. This feature spans all our knowledge. Joey is our SME for 
LDAP and authenticaiton, Emma is for the front end, Zyelr's been spearheading the front 
end design for the modify button, and Matthew can make sure the backend receives the 
correct data and is logged as prescribed. We also think that once an asset is modified, 
the table should be reloaded.

Agenda item 3: Search Bar

Discussion:

The ability to search for an asset is a use case, and Matthew will have the backend 
procedure updated and API modified so Emma can work the new query parameter into 
the fetch function. 



Chalk Meeting
Date: Mar 8, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Search Bar Acceptance TestingActive Directory

Agenda item 1: Search Bar

Discussion:

The routes and filtering are working just fine, but the search bar is having some 
problems, bugs, and, what you could call, unexpected features. The bar itself is 
connected, but it searches by character.

Agenda item 2: Acceptance Test

Discussion:

Since we are approaching the end of development, Dorian wants to know how he can 
run our applicaiton for testing on his end. A few people around the office have asked 
how the project's going. To allow for any user to run the application, we are going to 
move the repository folder to the root of the C drive and provide instructions in the 
coming days.

Agenda item 3: Active Directory

Discussion:

The effots on the active directory side of things has made the best progress yet. It can 
authenticate users and bind clients using the established API. There's an error, however, 
which causes the connection to terminate.

Team Meeting
Date: Mar 10, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 10:50am

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Zyler Niece Joey Flores

Absentees: Emma Sanders (Flight)
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: In Person
Agenda: Pair Programming

Agenda item 1: Pair Programming

Discussion:

Since the modify button requires the collective knowledge of many people on the team, 
we pair programming the modify button.



Chalk Meeting
Date: Mar 22, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Feedback Requirement Clarification

Agenda item 1: Feedback

Discussion:

Dorian provided feedback. He pointed out that something's wrong with the search bar—it 
searches the term and deletes what's in the search bar. The modify button pop up 
should only have one option to which to change the asset's status; why even give the 
user the option to send a request not changing the asset's status; the opposite of its 
current state should be pre-selected. Login is glitchy. The login button says submit, not 
login. The in-servce, out-of-service, tractor, and trailer buttons all work great.

Agenda item 2: Requirement Clarification

Discussion:

In reference to the original requirements given in the fall presentation, it showed 
functionality to provide updates to an asset once it's moved back into service. Dorian 
confirmed that we need only provide this functionality for moving assets out of service.



Chalk Meeting
Date: Mar 31, 2023
Time: 9:00am - 9:30pm

Attendees:
Matthew Bolding Joey Flores Zyler Niece Emma Sanders Dorian Dhamo
Luke Anderson

Absentees:
Note taker: Matthew Bolding
Location: Teams
Agenda: Demo

Agenda item 1: Demo

Discussion:

Luke and Dorian gave great feedback. They were very happy with all the features we 
demonstrated that the applicaiton has. Although at the time we did not have the mobile-
friendly design at the time, they were still very happy with all the features we presented.


